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SPIN REORIENTATION EFFECTS IN GdFe3(BO3)4 INDUCEDBY APPLIED FIELD AND TEMPERATURES. A. Kharlamova, S. G. Ovhinnikov, A. D. BalaevKirensky Institute of Physis, Siberian Branh of Russian Aademy Sienes660036, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaM. F. ThomasUniversity of LiverpoolL69 3BX, Liverpool, Great BritainI. S. Lyubutin *, A. G. GavriliukInstitute of Crystallography119333, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 16 May 2005Magneti properties of GdFe3(BO3)4 single rystals were investigated by the 57Fe-Mössbauer spetrosopy andstati magneti measurements. In the ground state, the GdFe3(BO3)4 rystal is an easy-axis ompensatedantiferromagnet, but the easy axis of iron moments does not oinide with the rystal C3 axis, deviating from itby about 20Æ. The spontaneous and �eld-indued spin reorientation e�ets were observed and studied in detail.The spei� diretions of iron magneti moments were determined for di�erent temperatures and applied �elds.Large values of the angle between the Fe3+ magneti moments and the C3 axis in the easy-axis phase andbetween Fe3+ moments and the a2 axis in the easy-plane phase reveal the tilted antiferromagneti struture.PACS: 76.80.+y, 75.25.+z, 75.30.Gw, 75.50.Ee, 76.60.Jx1. INTRODUCTIONThe rystal GdFe3(BO3)4 belongs to the familyof rare-earth borates RM3(BO3)4, where R is a rare-earth element and M = Al, Ga, Fe, S, and has atrigonal symmetry with the spae group R32 (D73h)[1; 2℄. These materials �rst attrated great interest be-ause of promising nonlinear and laser properties [3�5℄.Quite reently, a magnetoeletrial e�et was found inGdFe3(BO3)4, whih suggests that this rystal be on-sidered as a new multi-ferroi material [6℄.The rystal struture of GdFe3(BO3)4 an be repre-sented by layers oriented perpendiular to the C3 axisand onsisting of trigonal GdO6 prisms and smaller-size FeO6 otahedrons [2℄. The FeO6 otahedrons areonneted by edges and reate one-dimensional spiralhains direted along the three-fold C3 axis (Fig. 1).The shortest Fe�Fe interioni distane in hains is*E-mail: lyubutin�ns.rys.ras.ru

about 3.155Å and that between hains is 4.361Å,whereas the shortest Fe�Gd distane is 3.746Å [2℄.Exhange interation between iron ions from di�erenthains is weak and the hains are mutually indepen-dent.Magnetization and magneti suseptibility mea-surements have shown that GdFe3(BO3)4 is an antifer-romagnet with the Neel temperature TN = 38 K, andits magneti moments are direted along the rystal C3axis [7; 8℄. It was suggested that magneti ordering re-lates to Fe ions, whereas Gd ions are paramagneti atleast down to the liquid-helium temperature [7℄. How-ever, reent studies of antiferromagneti resonane [9℄indiated that a possible magneti ordering of the Gdions at low temperatures an play an essential role inmagneti anisotropy of the rystal and in�uene the di-retion of the iron magneti moment. The ompetitionof the magneti anisotropy and indiret oupling be-tween Fe�O�Fe hains via Gd3+ results in a range ofinteresting magneti behavior and, in partiular, may1252
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Fig. 1. A fragment of the GdFe3(BO3)4 rystal stru-ture showing the oxygen otahedra (the iron ions sites)generating helial hains along the C3 axis [2℄be responsible for the spin-reorientation e�et observedin Refs. [7; 10℄. In addition to the low-temperaturemagneti transitions, a strutural phase transition wasobserved at 156 K [11℄, and two eletroni and stru-tural phase transitions indued by high pressures atP = 26 GPa and P = 42 GPa and at room tempera-ture were found by optial and X-ray studies [12℄.Calulations predited [6℄ that the eletri po-larization and the magnetostrition appearing inGdFe3(BO3)4 at low temperatures (the magnetoele-trial e�ets) are the result of hanges in magnetisymmetry during the spin-reorientation transitionindued by an applied magneti �eld.Thus, detailed information about distintive fea-tures of the spin-reorientation e�et in GdFe3(BO3)4is extremely important for understanding the low-temperature properties and the nature of the magne-toeletrial e�et in this material.In the present paper, stati magneti measure-

ments, 57Fe-Mössbauer spetrosopy studies were ar-ried out at di�erent temperatures and in an appliedmagneti �eld with the single-rystaline samples ofGdFe3(BO3)4. The temperature and magneti-�eld in-dued spin-reorientation transitions of the Fe3+ mag-neti moments were found and investigated in bothmarosopi and mirosopi sales.
2. EXPERIMENTALHigh-quality rystals of GdFe3(BO3)4 were grownby the �ux method [7℄. The rystals were transpar-ent and had green olor. The unit ell parameters area = 9:5491(6)Å and  = 7:5741(5)Å. For the Möss-bauer measurements, a platelet with the dimensions8�5 mm2 and thikness 0.3 mm was ut from the bulksingle rystal. The C3 axis was in the plane of theplatelet.Stati measurements of magnetization and mag-neti suseptibility were arried out using a vibrating-sample magnetometer with a superonduting magnetin the temperature range 4.2�300 K. An external mag-neti �eld up to 7.5 T was applied parallel and perpen-diular to the C3 axis.The 57Fe-Mössbauer spetra were reorded in trans-mission geometry with standard spetrometers operat-ing in the onstant aeleration regime. Gamma-raysoures of 57Co(Cr) and 57Co(Rh) were used. Threesets of Mössbauer experiments have been arried outwith the single-rystaline sample.In the �rst set, the Mössbauer spetra were reordedat temperatures 5, 20, 40, and 300 K in zero appliedmagneti �eld and with the propagation vetor k ofthe Mössbauer gamma rays direted perpendiular tothe rystal platelet.In the seond set, the spetra were reorded at 4.2 Kin external magneti �elds H = 0, 0.3, 1.0 T applied inthe plane of rystal platelet perpendiular to the dire-tion of the sample C3 axis. The propagation vetor ofthe Mössbauer gamma rays was direted perpendiularto the rystal platelet, i.e., the C3 axis, the applied �eldand the gamma rays were all mutually perpendiular.In the third set, the spetra were reorded at 4.2 Kin external magneti �elds H = 0, 2.0, 4.0 T applied inthe plane of the rystal platelet, but parallel to the C3axis.1253
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependenes of the reiproal 1=� and diret � magneti suseptibility in the magneti �eld H = 0:1 Tapplied parallel (a) and perpendiular (b) to the C3 axis3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS3.1. Summary results of the stati magnetimeasurementsTemperature dependenes of the diret � and reip-roal 1=� magneti suseptibility with the applied �eld0.1 T are shown in Fig. 2. Two anomalies are observedwhen the �eld H is applied parallel and perpendiularto the rystal C3 axis. At 38 K, the deviation of ��1(T )from the linear law implies a transition from the para-magneti to an antiferromagneti state, and the sharpanomaly near 10 K indiates a hange of the magnetistruture of GdFe3(BO3)4.The �eld dependenes of the magnetization M(H)at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 3. When the magneti�eld is perpendiular to the C3 axis, the M(H) de-pendene is almost linear in the range of 0 < H < 3 T,and magnetization vanishes at zero �eld (see Fig. 3,inset a). This behavior indiates that the groundstate of GdFe3(BO3)4 is a ompensated antiferromag-net. When H is parallel to the C3 axis, a sharp in-rease of magnetization was observed at the ritial�eld Hreor � 0:6 T. At this point, M reahes the valuetypial of that for the ase where H is perpendiular tothe C3 axis (see inset a in Fig. 3). This indiates thata magneti moment reorientation from the C3 axis tothe plane perpendiular to the C3 axis ours. With afurther inrease of the �eld, an additional anomaly isobserved near H � 3:1 T (see inset b in Fig. 3), whihan be attributed to the appearane of the spontaneousmagneti moment indued in the basal plane.We found that the ritial �eld of reorientation,
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Fig. 3. The �eld dependenes of GdFe3(BO3)4 mag-netization at 4:2 K in the magneti �eld applied par-allel (1 ) and perpendiular (2 ) to the C3 axis. Insets(a) and (b) show the observed anomalies in an enlargesaleHreor, dereases with inreasing temperature. Figure 4represents tentative magneti phase diagrams showingthe values of ritial �elds Hreor and orrespondingtemperatures at whih the magneti moment reorienta-tion ours when the external �eld is parallel and per-pendiular to the C3 axis. Along with our data of thestati magneti measurements, the results in Ref. [6℄from eletri polarization and magnetostrition mea-surements and the results in Ref. [9℄ from the antifer-romagneti resonane measurements are also inludedin the phase diagram of Fig. 4. One an see that di�er-1254
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Fig. 4. The tentative magneti phase diagram for GdFe3(BO3)4 showing the values of ritial �elds Hreor and orrespondingtemperatures at whih the iron moments reorientation ours when the external �eld is parallel (a) and perpendiular (b) tothe C3 axis. Along with our data (�), the data from the eletri polarization (�) and magnetostrition (Æ) measurements [6℄and the data from the antiferromagneti resonane measurements (N) [9℄ are shown. In both (a) and (b), the dashed lineis a guide for the eye, and it separates the two magneti phases at the reorientation transition from the easy-axis state tothe easy-plane stateent methods give good agreement for the ritial �eldand its dependene on temperature. The dashed lineis a guide for the eye and separates the two magnetiphases at the reorientation transition from the easy-axis state to the easy-plane state.3.2. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spetrosopy results1. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spetra of the �rst set ofmeasurements in zero applied �eld are shown in Fig. 5.At temperatures 5 and 20 K, the magneti hyper�nesplitting of resonane lines indiates a magneti order-ing of the Fe ions. A single six-line spetrum with arather narrow linewidth shows that all iron ions o-upy equivalent rystal sites, even though the antifer-romagneti ordering implies the existene of at leasttwo iron magneti sublatties. The magneti hyper�ne�eld Hhf at a 57Fe nulei and the isomer shift (IS) val-ues are typial of the high-spin Fe3+ state (see Table).At 40 and 300 K, the spetra show a slightly asymmet-ri quadrupole doublet, whih is harateristi of theiron paramagneti state. The line broadening at 40 K(see Table) is apparently related to a trae of magnetiordering beause the Neel temperature is very lose tothis temperature. The derease of the IS value withinreasing temperature from 5 to 300 K (see Table) isrelated to the seond-order Doppler shift. However, theevident inrease of the IS at the transition from the an-tiferromagneti to paramagneti state is an indiationof some hanges in the hemial bonds and/or the ele-

troni state of the iron ions, whih an be related to arystal distortion at the magneti transition [6℄.Speial attention should be paid to the behaviorof the line intensities in the spetra at 5 and 20 K(see Fig. 5). In general, the line intensities are de-�ned by the probabilities of the Mössbauer transitionsbetween nulear sublevels and depend on the angle �between the propagation vetor k of the gamma raysand the diretion of magneti hyper�ne �eldHhf at the57Fe nulei, whih should oinide with the iron mag-neti moment. For a thin absorber, the intensities Ii(i = 1; 2; : : : ; 6) of a six-line Zeeman spetrum are inthe ratio I1 : I2 : I3 = I6 : I5 : I4 = 3 : � : 1;where � = 4 sin2 �1 + os2 � : (1)In a powder sample, a spherial average of the angledistribution (os2 � = 1=3, sin2 � = 2=3) givesI1 : I2 : I3 = I6 : I5 : I4 = 3 : 2 : 1:At a random orientation of a single rystal, the � valuean be obtained fromos2 � = 1� 2(I2 + I1)6Xi=1 Ii : (2)Thus, it follows from the spetra in Fig. 5 that attemperatures between 5 and 20 K, the iron magneti1255



S. A. Kharlamova, S. G. Ovhinnikov, A. D. Balaev et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 6 (12), 2005Hyper�ne parameters of the 57Fe-Mössbauer spetra of the GdFe3(BO3)4 single rystal; Hhf is the hyper�ne magneti�eld at a 57Fe nulei, IS is the isomer shift relative to �-Fe at room temperature, QS is the quadrupole shift (splitting),� is the line width, H is the applied magneti �eld, and ' is the angle between the diretion of iron magneti momentsand the main axis of eletri-�eld gradient VzzT , K H , T Hhf , kOe IS, mm/s QS, mm/s �, mm/s '5 0 526.5(2) 0.503(3) �0:247(6) 0.365(8) (18:3� 2:0)Æ20 0 481.7(2) 0.504(2) +0:107(4) 0.333(6) (72:8� 2:0)Æ40 0 � 0 0.554(2) 0.290(2) 0.431(3) �300 0 0 0.390(2) 0.292(2) 0.300(3) �External �eld H is perpendiular to the C3 axis4.2 0 527.7(6) 0.485 (7) �0:269(15) 0.39(2) (12� 8)Æ4.2 0.3 527.7(5) 0.497(6) �0:270(15) 0.37(2) (12� 8)Æ4.2 1.0 527.2(4) 0.497(5) �0:243(11) 0.38(2) (19:2� 2:0)ÆExternal �eld H is parallel to the C3 axis4.2 0 527.8(4) 0.510(5) �0:232(10) 0.380(13) (21:5� 2:0)Æ4.2 2.0 529.8(2) 0.500(4) +0:120(7) 0.362(10) (76:2� 1:5)Æ4.2 4.0 529.4(2) 0.493(3) +0:144(6) 0.349(8) (87:3� 1:5)Æmoment in GdFe3(BO3)4 hanges its orientation. Fromthe line intensity ratio in Eq. (2), we found that theiron moments make the angle � = (68 � 3)Æ with thek vetor at 5 K, and this angle hanges at 20 K. Thelow-temperature value of � indiates that the iron mag-neti moments are not in the rystal plane but deviatefrom it by the angle � = 90Æ � 68Æ = (22� 3)Æ.Additional information on the diretion of the ironmagneti moment an be obtained from the behavior ofthe quadrupole shift in the Zeeman spetrum below theNeel temperature. When the magneti hyper�ne inter-ation is muh stronger than the eletri quadrupoleinteration, the quadrupole shift of the spetral linesobserved below the Neel temperature, (e2qQ)obs, andthe true quadrupole splitting e2qQ (whih an be ob-tained above the Neel temperature) are related by(e2qQ)obs � e2qQ3 os2 '� 12 : (3)Here, Q is the nulear quadrupole moment and ' isthe angle between the diretion of the iron magnetimoment and the main axis of eletri-�eld gradienteq = Vzz = �2V=�z2 [13℄. We neglet the asymme-try parameter � = (Vxx � Vyy)=Vzz in Eq. (3) beauseof the loal C3 symmetry.Thus, the angular dependene of (e2qQ)obs an be

used to �nd the diretion of iron moment relative to therystal axes if the main axis of the eletri-�eld gradientVzz is known. Due to rystallographi reasons, we sup-pose that in the paramagneti state of GdFe3(BO3)4,the sign of the quadrupole interation is negative. Fromthe quadrupole shift at T = 5 K (Fig. 5), we found theangle ' between Fe moments and Vzz diretion to be(18�2)Æ. It is signi�ant that the angles � = (22�3)Æand ' = (18� 2)Æ agree within their unertainties andindiate that Vzz oinides with the rystal C3 axis.This suggests that the main axis of the eletri-�eldgradient at an iron nulei is direted along the loalthree-fold axis of an oxygen otahedral (see Fig. 1).This also shows that at 5 K, the iron moments are notdireted preisely along the C3 axis, but rather at anangle of about 20Æ.From the quadrupole shift, we derive an inreaseof the ' angle to (73 � 2)Æ at 20 K. If there are nostrutural transitions between 5 and 20 K, the Vzz di-retion should remain along the C3 axis. This meansthat at 20 K, the iron magneti moments inlude theangle (73� 2)Æ with the C3 axis (Fig. 6a) and deviatefrom the basal plane by about (18 � 2)Æ. The inten-sities of the seond and �fth spetral lines also hange(Fig. 5), supporting the rotation of the iron spins.1256
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Fig. 5. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spetra of theGdFe3(BO3)4 single rystal reorded at tempera-tures 5, 20, 40, and 298 K in zero applied magneti�eldThus, two independent Mössbauer spetra parame-ters, the line intensity and the quadrupole shift, indi-ate that the reorientation of iron magneti momentsours in GdFe3(BO3)4 at temperatures between 5 and20 K. In Fig. 6a, mutual diretions of the rystal C3axis, the main axis of the eletri-�eld gradient Vzz ,the gamma-ray propagation vetor k , and the ironmagneti moments M are shown for di�erent temper-atures under the assumption that the diretion of themagneti hyper�ne �eld Hhf at 57Fe nulei oinideswith the diretion of the iron magneti moments.2. In the seond setup of experiments, the k ve-tor, the C3 axis, and the external magneti �eld Hwere all mutually perpendiular. The spetra of this

series reorded at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 7a. Theexternal �elds of 0.3 and 1.0 T applied perpendiu-lar to the rystal C3 axis do not signi�antly hangethe hyper�ne parameters at 4.2 K (see Table). Theiron magneti sublatties do not lead to the absorptionline split and the values of the magneti hyper�ne �eldHhf are unhanged (see Table). This orrelates withthe suggestion that H and Hhf are almost perpendi-ular. The areas of spetral lines 2 and 5 show thatthe �elds Hhf (and the Fe moments) are not perpen-diular to the gamma-ray beam but are at angles ofabout � = (68 � 5)Æ (at H = 0 and H = 0:3 T) and� = (65 � 5)Æ (at H = 1:0 T) to the k vetor. Thevalues of the angle ' between the Fe moments and Vzz(i.e., the C3 axis), estimated from the quadrupole shift,are the same for all H , and lose to the value estimatedabove at 5 K for zero applied �eld (i.e., ' is near 20Æ)within experimental error.Thus, this series of experiments supports the on-lusion derived in Se. 3.2.1 that in the low-temperatu-re phase of GdFe3(BO3)4 near 4.2 K, the Fe momentsare not direted along the C3 axis but deviate from itby an angle of about 20Æ.3. The spetra of the third set of experiments withthe external �eld applied along the C3 axis are shown inFig. 7b, and the hyper�ne parameters are listed in Tab-le. At a �xed temperature of 4.2 K, the hanges in in-tensities of spetrum lines 2 and 5 learly show the spinreorientation e�et indued by the applied �eld. In the�eld of 4.0 T, all Fe magneti moments line up along thek vetor (� � 0). This means that the angle � betweenthe iron moments and the C3 axis is near 90Æ. Thebehavior of the quadrupole shift supports this observa-tion: the estimated angles ' are about (76:2� 1:5)Æ atH = 2 T and (87:3 � 1:5)Æ at H = 4 T (see Fig. 6b).The agreement of the � and ' angle values at H = 4 Tagain supports the onlusion made in Se. 3.2.1 thatVzz diretion oinides with the rystal C3 axis.Thus, the external �eld applied along the C3 axisrotates the iron spins in the (aC3) plane of the rystaltowards the basal plane (see Fig. 6b). At H = 4 T, theiron moments are oriented perpendiular to the C3 axisand also perpendiular to the applied �eld.It should be noted that if the antiferromagneti ironsublatties are ollinear, the arrow M in Fig. 6 repre-sents the iron antiferromagneti vetor L.In the basal plane of GdFe3(BO3)4, there are threetwo-fold a2 axes at the angles 120Æ relative to eahother. However, the Mössbauer experiment shows thatin spite of the equivalene of the three a2 axes, theiron moments in the basi plane are aligned ompletelyalong only one of the a2 axes, just the one direted1257
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Fig. 6. E�ets of reorientation of the Fe magneti moments in GdFe3(BO3)4 dedued from the Mössbauer measurementsunder the assumption that the hyper�ne magneti �eldHhf at the 57Fe nulei oinides with the iron magneti momentsM.Mutual diretions of the rystal C3 axis, the main axis of the eletri-�eld gradient Vzz, the applied magneti �eld H, thegamma-ray propagation vetor k , and the iron magneti momentsM are shown for di�erent temperatures (a) and appliedmagneti �elds (b). In the ase where the antiferromagneti iron sublatties are ollinear, the arrow M in (a) and (b)represents the iron antiferromagneti vetor Lperpendiular to the rystal platelet. It seems that ina thin rystal platelet, the surfae anisotropy plays animportant role in the iron spin orientation.In the ase of ollinear antiferromagneti order-ing of two Fe sublatties, the external �eld appliedalong the antiferromagneti vetor would inrease(Htot = Hhf + H) or derease (Htot = Hhf � H)the total �eld Htot at iron nulei in these sublatties.But the Mössbauer spetra in Fig. 7 show that the ap-plied �eld does not split the absorption lines and onlyslightly modi�es the Htot value. Rotation of the ironspins normal to H with a negligible ontribution of theHhf projetion onto H explains this behavior.4. SUMMARYFrom the two series of Mössbauer measurements onGdFe3(BO3)4 single rystals, we have established thatthe main axis of the eletri-�eld gradient, Vzz, is di-reted along the rystal C3 axis.Our phase diagram in Fig. 4 obtained from the mag-neti stati measurements shows good agreement withmagneti resonane [9℄ and eletrial polarization andmagnetostrition data [6℄. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spe-trosopy data on�rm the spin reorientation transition,�rst observed in GdFe3(BO3)4 by the magneti statimeasurements, and give new information on the spe-i� orientation of the iron magneti moments and thevalues of angles between the moments and rystal axesat di�erent temperatures and applied �elds. In theground state at 4.2 K, the GdFe3(BO3)4 rystal is aneasy-axis ompensated antiferromagnet. However, the

easy axis of the iron moments deviates from the rystalC3 axis by about 20Æ.At about 10 K, the iron magneti moments reori-ent spontaneously from the easy axis towards the basalplane. However, at 20 K, the moments are not entirelyin the basal plane but deviate from it at about 18Æ. At4.2 K, the external �eld of 1.0 T, applied perpendi-ular to the C3 axis, does not in�uene the iron spinsdiretion. This orrelates with the magnetization be-havior shown in inset a in Fig. 3. The �eld H appliedalong the C3 axis gradually rotates iron moments in the(aC3) plane toward the basal plane, and at H = 4 T,the moments are entirely in the plane. In the basiplane, the iron moments are direted along the rystala2 axis, whih is perpendiular to the rystal platelet.Thus, we have found that the magneti strutureof GdFe3(BO3)4 is more ompliated than it wassuggested in Ref. [9℄. The large values of the anglebetween the Fe3+ magneti moments and the C3axis in the easy-axis phase and between the Fe3+moments and the a2 axis in the easy-plane phasereveal a tilted antiferromagneti struture. The originof this tilting is the ompetition of the two ontri-butions to the magneti anisotropy from the Fe3+and Gd3+ sublatties. The dereasing of symmetrybelow the strutural phase transition at T = 156 Kand also below the Neel temperature TN = 38 K [6℄provides an additional ontribution to the deviation ofthe magneti moments from the rystallographi axes.We are grateful very muh to S. N. Sul'yanov for theX-ray analysis of the rystal orientations. We thankA. K. Zvezdin and S. S. Krotov for fruitful disus-1258
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Fig. 7. The 57Fe-Mössbauer spetra of theGdFe3(BO3)4 single rystal reorded at 4:2 K inthe external magneti �eld applied perpendiular (a)and parallel (b) to the rystal C3 axis
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